








Digital Hospital Ward

Students will work on a digital twin of a single hospital ward, the 
location with be at OUS or Ahus. 
Students will work towards efficiency of resources within healthcare. 
Projects will focus on building the data infrastructure and framework 
needed for modelling to deal with predictive scenarios, for example, 
time in the ward, time to discharge, changes in personnel/staffing, and 
introduction of new technologies and innovations in treatment.

Contact: Einar Broch Johnsen (einarj@ifi.uio.no) and 
Lizeth Tapia Tarifa (sltarifa@ifi.uio.no)



Marine Digital Twins

We are looking for students to work on topics related to biodiversity monitoring data in the 
Digital Twin of the Ocean. New technology (imaging, acoustics, DNA based, satellite) 
produce huge amounts of readings that require processing, aggregation and translation 
into useable data products such as species occurrences, densities, biovolumes, species 
migration routes, etc. In addition, data can come from sensors in sea monitoring areas, or 
attached to sea vessels. The masters student defines a project around incoming data 
streams connected to Digital Twin simulation frameworks.

• Integrate biodiversity data and translate to data products for marine digital twins
• Projects are related to the EU Digital Twin of the Ocean or the Oslofjord project. 

• Creating a digital replica of marine ecological processes

Contact: Einar Broch Johnsen (einarj@ifi.uio.no) and Lizeth Tapia Tarifa (sltarifa@ifi.uio.no)



















Learning / Handling Moral Preferences

Research Questions
• Can we learn (good) preference 

models?
• How should we best aggregate these 

preferences to a societal preference?
• … [your own idea] …

Interested? Write to:

Who would you rather kill?

Anne-Marie George 
Postdoc
ASR Group, Ifi
annemage@uio.no

Ana Ozaki 
Associate Prof. 
ASR Group, Ifi
anaoz@uio.no

Source/ Good Read: The Moral Machine experiment (mit.edu)

https://politics.media.mit.edu/papers/Rahwan.pdf






Medicine Ethics

LawComputer 
Science

Responsible Explainable Machine Learning 
for Sleep-related Respiratory Disorders

Explainable 
Models

Data 
Management

•What are good explanations?

•Who determines what is good?

•What are ethical and legal concerns?

•How to handle uncertainty?

Sleep Data
and

Electronic Health Records



Knowledge Graph for Sleep-related Respiratory Disorders

In the medical domain, Knowledge Graphs  (KGs) have many applications such as structuring research 
knowledge and integrating it with study results to help in reliable diagnostics. 

In the field of Sleep-related Respiratory Disorders, a KG would be highly beneficial for domain knowledge 
representation and integration. 

https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/studier/masteroppgaver/asr/knowledge-graph-for-sleep-related-respiratory-diso.html

Tasks involved in the development will include:
1. Existing medical ontologies will have to be analysed and validated with 

domain experts.
2. Medical knowledge needs preprocessing into a graph structure reflecting 

the ontology (NLP techniques might be necessary).
3. Appropriate databases and tools will be required to store and query the 

graph and other relevant data and metadata (Neo4j, PostgreSQL, Apache 
Airflow, …)

4. Accessing and visualising the graph will be handled through microservices 
and off-the-shelf applications like Apache Zeppelin.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bdr.2020.100174

https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/studier/masteroppgaver/asr/knowledge-graph-for-sleep-related-respiratory-diso.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bdr.2020.100174


Identifying Respirations with Smart Sleeping Monitor and ML

SOMNOFYDetect Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) in infants

• Human identification by measuring respiration patterns using Somnofy (non-contact smart 
sleep monitor) 

• Analyze the respiration curves

https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/english/research/projects/respire/



Detecting Respiratory Events with Simulations and ML

• Apply Machine learning on the data stored by the mechanical ventilator to detect respiratory 
events from the simulation model



Parrot project: Privacy protection in 
data stream processing 

Use Case System View Parrot

• Challenges: Understanding PR, Sensor information, PPMs and DU



What do we commit to? Using ML to understand 
Privacy Policies of Health Related IoT Devices

• Do we know what we commit to when signing off 
contracts for smart watches, cameras, wearable sensors, 
smart hubs etc.?

• Time to change that – lets understand what are we signing 
off to

• Use topic modelling to find topics within these privacy 
policies

• Use Pre-trained privacy policy classifiers to understand 
what is being discussed in these policies

• Can we use LLMs (Large Language Models) for 
summarizing these privacy policies? Making them more 
user friendly

• In short – perform a wide spectrum analysis of these 
privacy policies



Ontology of Information that can be 
Inferred from Sensors
Tasks:

1. You will use literature, source code repositories, etc., to 
determine which information can be derived from a sensor.

2. You will create an ontology from this information.

3. Finally, we will pick out some examples and try to prototypically implement them.

You should have some knowledge about ontologies, the Android platform and have some interest or 
experience with Sensors.

Thesis Announcement

https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/studier/masteroppgaver/asr/ontology-of-information-that-can-be-inferred-from-.html


Analysing Data Utility needs for Apps on Health, Sport,...

Tasks:

1. Together with you, we will select for example 3 applications for the analysis.

2. You will determine the requirements of the selected applications, e.g. based on technical 
specifications and documentation.

3. You will create a testbed with which the privacy and utility of an application can be evaluated 
under different condition.

4. You will use the testbed to assess the selected apps and analyse the outcome.

You should have experience with the Android platform, have interest or experience with Sensors, in 
data privacy and PPMs.

Thesis Announcement

https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/studier/masteroppgaver/asr/data-utility-needs-for-apps-on-health-and-sport.html


Ontology of Privacy-Preserving Mechanisms for Stream 
Processing
Tasks:

1. You will determine characteristics of PPMs, such as the supported data type, the achievable 
privacy level and the utility.

2. Based on these knowledge, you will analyse existing PPMs and create an ontology to represent 
this information.

You should have some knowledge about ontologies, have interest or experience in SPSs, data 
privacy and PPMs.

Thesis Announcement

https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/studier/masteroppgaver/asr/parrot-maik-ontologyppm.html%E2%80%8B


Learning and Differential Privacy
How to infer parameters from privatised observations?

- It is known that local differential privacy results in slightly slower estimation rates
- However, optimal inference methods for such data have not yet been developed
- This thesis will focus on advanced statistical inference methods for efficient inference under 

privacy constraints

- Knowledge gained/required: statistics, optimisation, differential privacy

Supervisor: Christos Dimitrakakis <chridimi@ifi.uio.no>
Webpage: https://sites.google.com/site/christosdimitrakakis

mailto:chridimi@ifi.uio.no
https://sites.google.com/site/christosdimitrakakis




https://properate.com

https://properate.com/













